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Abstract 

Background: Drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE) accounts for nearly 30% of patients with epilepsy, which is associated 
with high incidence of cognitive comorbidity. The aim of this work was to study the role of neuropsychological assess-
ment in patients with epilepsy, and different factors that affect their performance in patients with multiple factors 
(focal onset DRE).

Methods: 118 patients were recruited from Kasr Alainy hospital, epilepsy outpatient clinic with focal DRE. The 
patients’ demographic and clinical data were collected, Electroencephalograph (EEG) interictal/ictal (when avail-
able), and brain imaging (MRI epilepsy protocol). Neuropsychological assessment by Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale (WAIS-IV), proposed neurocognitive assessment battery and mood assessment was done. Their performance in 
neuropsychological assessment was correlated with the collected data. Concordance between different assessment 
modalities and brain lesion were done.

Results: Among recruited patients, 67.3% of patients showed Full-scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ) was less than 
average. FSIQ score significantly correlated with years of education, and number of anti-seizure medications (ASMs). 
Neurocognitive assessment battery could achieve cognitive profile of the patients but with poor lateralizing value. 
Executive function was the most affected cognitive domain. History of status epilepticus significantly affect FSIQ 
and executive function performance. Fifty-six percent of patients had depression. Among the analyzed factors, FSIQ 
and lesional brain imaging significantly affected neurocognitive performance of studied patients. Clinical semiology 
had better concordance in lateralization (74.7%) and localization (69.5%) with brain imaging compared to ictal EEG. 
Among patients who had ictal EEG recording, 36.4% patients (25% were temporal lobe) had complete concordance, 
while 38.6% patients had partial concordance.

Conclusions: Among analyzed factors, FSIQ was the most significant determinant of studied population’s neurocog-
nitive performance. Clinical semiology were the best correlated with brain lesion. Complete concordance was best 
detected at the temporal lobe.
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Background
Cognitive impairment shows a high incidence rate in 
people with epilepsy (PWE), it includes both cognitive 
functions and intelligence quotient (IQ) performance. 
It is one of the common and troubling comorbidities in 
PWE [1, 2].
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Neuropsychological assessment is developing to 
become part of routine assessment, presurgical and 
postsurgical assessment in PWE. Neuropsychologi-
cal assessment in routine epilepsy care provides com-
prehensive and objective assessment of cognitive and 
psychological functions in PWE. Its role may be diag-
nostic, prognostic or differentiating. Diagnostic role is 
guided by cognitive or behavior impairment to localize 
seizure network or epilepsy syndrome. Prognostic role 
includes the assessment of effect of seizures, medica-
tions on the individual cognitive functioning. In addi-
tion, it could provide psychoeducation to patients, 
their families about the implication of assessment and 
cognitive, behavioral or psychological treatment to aid 
in daily functioning. Differentiating role between neu-
rological, psychological and social factors causing the 
clinical presentation at certain time [3, 4].

Recognition of determinants of cognitive impair-
ment is usually challenging, especially in retrospec-
tive assessment in patients with long standing epilepsy. 
Despite the common finding is that longer duration of 
epilepsy associated with worse cognitive performance 
[5].

In drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE) variable factors 
would affect cognition. Intellectual abilities are usu-
ally formed based on learning and memory mechanism 
during childhood, while early onset of epilepsy and fre-
quent seizure occurrence interfere markedly with these 
mechanisms during critical period of brain develop-
ment, which lead to failure of acquisition of such func-
tions [6].

This work aimed to study the value of neuropsychologi-
cal assessment in people with DRE, and the relationship 
between intelligence and cognitive performance among 
those patients, in addition to assessing the effect of differ-
ent factors on patients’ performance. In this study, focal 
onset seizures were specifically included to assess the 
impact of focality on cognitive function either specific or 
global.

Methods
Study design and participants: this cross-sectional study 
was conducted over duration of 15  months, from Sep-
tember 2019 to November 2020. All patients with DRE 
[7], who visited the epilepsy outpatient clinic of Cairo 
University Hospitals during the period of the study, were 
included. Both males and females aged ≥ 16  years, can 
read, write, do simple calculation and had focal onset sei-
zures [8] were included; while those with uncontrolled 
seizures due to non-compliance, or received anti-seizure 
medications (ASMs) less than 1 year were excluded from 
the study, as shown in Fig. 1.

All patients were subjected to the following as shown 
in Fig. 1.

History taking and clinical assessment
They include demographics, age at onset, duration 
of illness, and ASMs regimen. Seizure semiology was 
documented as described by a reliable witness or home 
video record of the seizures or seizures recorded in the 
Cairo University Epilepsy Unit (CUEU). Documented 
semiology was analyzed according to the new Inter-
national League against epilepsy (ILAE) classification 
[9]. Etiology of epilepsy was classified as structural, 
infectious, immune, unknown, metabolic and genetic 
to conform to the aforementioned ILAE classification, 
which was found in 81 (68.6%), 12 (10.2%), 2(1.7%), 23 
(19.5%), 0 (0%), and 0 (0%) patients, respectively. All 
included patients were subjected to detailed neurologi-
cal examination.

Video electroencephalography (EEG)
Video EEG was performed for all included patients with 
the help of a well-trained EEG technician at CUEU. 
Nihon Kohden Neurofax EEG apparatus (Tokyo, Japan) 
was used. Electrode placement was done according to 
the international 10–20 system; Additional electrodes at 
T1/T2 positions and for ECG recording [10]. The occur-
rence of seizures during the recording was documented 
for detailed semiology analysis.

An expert neurophysiologist assessed all recordings: 
presence or absence of interictal epileptiform discharge 
(IEDs), localization and lateralization of IEDs if present, 
localization and lateralization of seizure onset during 
ictal recording.

Epilepsy‑protocol MRI—brain
It was performed on a 1.5 T General Electric (GE) Signa 
clinical scanner (Milwaukee, WI, USA). The MRI HAR-
NESS protocol were implemented for assessment of 
PWE, that included: three dimension (3D) T1-weighted 
sequence, 3D fluid attenuation inversion recov-
ery (FLAIR) sequences and 2D coronal T2-weighted 
sequence acquired perpendicular to the hippocampus, 
[11].

Brain lesion was assessed according to the anatomi-
cal localization to be further analyzed in relation to the 
electro-clinical data. Concordance of lateralization and 
localization between MRI brain and both clinical semi-
ology and video EEG was done, based on assumption 
that brain lesion is the epileptogenic focus [12]. In addi-
tion, complete concordance was established when the 
three modalities [seizure semiology, ictal EEG, and brain 
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imaging] are concordant regarding both lateralization 
and localization, while partial concordance was estab-
lished when only two modalities were concordant [13].

Neuropsychological assessment
Comorbid depression and anxiety
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) questionnaire—Arabic 
version [14] was used for screening of depression among 
our patients, with a cut-off point of 16 [15]. Beck Anxi-
ety Inventory [16], Arabic translation [17] was used for 
screening of anxiety among our patients.

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale‑version IV (WAIS‑IV) [18]
A trained and specialized psychologist performed it. 
Full-Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ) is the sum of the 
scores derived from the Verbal IQ (VIQ) and the Perfor-
mance IQ (PIQ). The VIQ based on the total combined 
performance of the Verbal Comprehension Index (VCI) 
and Working Memory Index (WMI). The PIQ based on 
the total combined performance of the Perceptual Rea-
soning Index (PRI) and Processing Speed Index (PSI).

Neurocognitive assessment
Arabic neuropsychological assessment battery was con-
structed. This battery was selected according to ILAE 
2015 recommendations where different cognitive and 

Fig. 1 Algorithm shows patients recruitment and assessment. PWE people with epilepsy, CUEU Cairo University Epilepsy Unit, DRE drug-resistant 
epilepsy, EEG electroencephalograph, MRI magnetic resonant imaging, WAIS-IV Wechsler Adult Intelligent Scale version IV. 1Patient should be seizure 
free at least 24 h before the neuropsychological assessment, otherwise assessment rescheduled. 2Usually the neurocognitive and intelligence 
quotient assessment was scheduled in a different day to ensure the patients’ best performance in both
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psychological domains to be covered [4]. All the subtests 
of this battery were well-known, reliable, valid tests; non-
cultural, non-educational dependent, and either adopted 
into Arabic language or non-language dependent. It cov-
ers most of cognitive domains in patients with epilepsy 
that included attention, verbal and visual memory, execu-
tive function, language, and social cognition.

Digit span forward and backward [19]
It measures active attention, working memory. Scored 
by the longest digit string could be recalled forward 
and backward. Normal score is 5–8 digits forward (cut-
off < 5), 4–6 digits backward (cut-off < 3).

Paired Associate Learning Test (PAT) [20, 21]
It assess of episodic verbal memory and recall. The test 
uses the concept of semantic cueing.

Brown Location Test (BLT) [22]
It assesses visual–spatial learning and memory. Com-
puter version of the test was used after approval of the 
author Franklin C. Brown permission. Scoring: correct 
answers of each trial were recorded and compared to the 
normative data in terms of standard deviation from nor-
mal. Score was considered abnormal if Z-score < − 0.6 SD 
[23].

Benton Visual Retention Test (BVRT) [24]
It assesses visual perception, visual memory, and visuo-
constructive abilities. Scoring: number of correct repro-
ductions. Normal score based on age and full-scale IQ. 
Cut-off value: 4 or more points below the expected cor-
rect score is a strong indication of impairment.

Language battery: figurative interpretation [25]
It assesses language comprehension by interpret meaning 
of 12 sentences from 3 choices. Scoring: given 2 points 
for choice of the correct answer (metaphor meaning) 
for each sentence and zero for other choices. Judgment 
on sentence [25]: it measuring language expression by 
assessing each sentence regarding the integrity in form 
and content. Scoring: give one point for each correct 
answer regarding integrity of the form and content, and 
third point if both answers were correct in the same sen-
tence. Score would be 20 points for form, 20 points for 
content and total 60 points.

Controlled Oral Word Associate Test (COWAT) [26], Arabic 
version [27]
It assesses executive function phonemic and semantic 
fluency. Phonemic fluency: the patient asked to say as 
many words as possible beginning with a specified letter 

set Haa (ح), Meem (م), Seen ( س) during a fixed period 
time (usually: 1 min). These letters are equivalent to Eng-
lish letters H, M, and S. Semantic fluency: the patient was 
asked to say names in a specific category (animals), as 
many as possible, within a 1-min interval. Scoring of the 
total number of all admissible words with cut-off value 11 
words each [27].

Trail Making Test (TMT) [28, 29]
It assesses attention, speed, and mental flexibility. 
The time required to complete each trail A and B was 
recorded in seconds. With cut-off value range Trail 
A < 29 s, Trail B < 75 s.

Social cognition [30]
It assesses ability for facial emotion expression pro-
cessing. This task was carried out with pictures derived 
from the software developed by Ekman. Participants 
were asked to identify the emotion that best described 
the facial expression from different emotions (happy, 
sad, angry, afraid, surprised and disgusted) plus neutral 
expressions. Number of correctly chosen emotion for 
each emotion.

Ethical statement All the participants gave their written 
informed consent to join the study. The ethical commit-
tee of Faculty of medicine Cairo University approved the 
study.

Data will be analyzed using SPSS (statistical package 
for the social science) version 28, produced by IBM Cor-
poration in USA, May 2021. Numerical data were pre-
sented by mean and standard deviation or median and 
range as appropriate. Qualitative data were expressed 
as number and frequencies (percentages). Comparison 
between two groups using Student T test for continuous 
data, comparing more than 2 groups ANOVA test will be 
used. Pearson’s and Spearman correlation were used for 
examining the relation between continuous and ordinal 
variables. Regression analysis was done to predict factors 
affecting tests response. P value less than 0.05 was con-
sidered significant.

Results

Demographics and clinical characteristics of the study 
population
One hundred eighteen patients with DRE were included. 
Their ages ranged from 16–58  years with mean age of 
28.4 ± 9.5  years. The study included 75 males (63.5%) 
and 43 females (36.4%). Mean years of education was 
10.1 ± 4.5  years. Clinical characteristics of the studied 
group are shown in Table 1.
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Lateralization and localization value by different 
assessment modalities
History of clinical semiology of seizures, video EEG, 
and brain imaging were done to all patients. Video EEG 
recording could capture the ictal event in 44 (37.3%) 
patients. Interictal recording showed epileptiform dis-
charge in 62 (52.5%) patients. Brain imaging could detect 
lesion in 95 (80.5%) patients. Lateralizing and localiz-
ing value of each modality were assessed, as shown in 
Table 2.

Concordance between different assessment modali-
ties (clinical semiology and video EEG) with lesional 

brain imaging were assessed, as shown in Table 2. Clini-
cal semiology showed the highest percent of concord-
ance with brain imaging (74.7%, 69.5%) followed by ictal 
EEG recording (45.9%, 35%), regarding lateralization 
and localization, respectively. Rather than the interictal 
showed the least concordance (33.7%, 35.8%). Complete 
concordance between clinical semiology, brain imag-
ing and ictal EEG were achieved in 13 (35%) patients 
that included eight patients with temporal localization, 
frontal localization in 4 patients, and occipital in only 
one patient, while 20 (54.1%) patients achieved partial 
concordance.

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of the recruited patients

ASMs anti-seizure medications, FWIA focal with impaired awareness.
1 16 patients had hemiparesis and only one patient had hemianopia

Patients (n = 118)

Age at onset [mean ± SD] 14.2 ± 11.4

Duration of illness [mean ± SD] 14.1 ± 8.9

Frequency of seizures/month [mean ± SD] 8.7 ± 14.2

History of status epilepticus [n (%)] 46 (39%)

Neurological deficit [n (%)] 17 (14.4%) 1

Number of ASMs [mean ± SD] 2.7 ± 1

Clinical seizure semiology

State of awareness Focal aware [n (%)] 18 (15.3%)

FWIA [n (%)] 100 (84.4%)

Seizure onset Motor [n (%)] 77 (65.3%)

Non-motor [n (%)] 41 (34.7%)

Focal to bilateral tonic clonic (TC) [n (%)] 94 (79.7%)

Table 2 Percentage of lateralization and localization of epileptogenic focus according to different assessment modalities, and percent 
of concordance with brain imaging

1 23 patients had Normal MRI and 3 patients had hypothalamic hamartoma
2 Patients had thalamic, subependymal lesion and hypothalamic hamartoma
3 Patients had Normal MRI

Semiology Video EEG Brain imaging

Ictal (n = 44) Interictal (n = 118)

Lateralization Right 46 (39%) 14 (36.4%) 23 (19.5%) 43 (36.4%)

Left 49 (41.5%) 8 (18.2%) 26 (22%) 45 (38.1%)

Multifocal or bilateral – 6 (13.6%) 18(15.3%) 4 (3.4%)

Undetermined 23 (19.5%) 16 (36.4%) 51(43.2%) 26 (22%)1

Lateralization Temporal 68 (57.6%) 15 (34.4%) 47 (39.8%) 53 (44.9%)

Frontal 29 (24.6%) 11 (9.3%) 11 (9.3%) 15 (12.7%)

Parieto-occipital 12 (10.2%) 2 (1.7%) 2 (1.7%) 11 (9.3%)

Insula 3 (2.5%) – – 4 (3.4%)

Multifocal or hemispheric – 5 (9.1%) 7 (5.9%) 7 (5.9%)

others – – – 5 (4.2%)2

Undetermined 6 (5%) 16 (36.4%) 51 (43.2%) 23 (19.5%)3
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Type of brain lesion by MRI brain
Patients’ imaging was done for all included patients. 
Lesional MRI brain was found in 95 patients (80.5%). The 
most common lesion was hippocampal sclerosis (31.6%), 
as shown in Fig. 2.

Neuropsychological assessment
Comorbid depression and anxiety: Screening of depres-
sion and anxiety was done for 100 patients during the 
session of neuropsychological assessment. Beck Depres-
sion Inventory showed that 56% of patients had depres-
sion (BDI score ≥ 16). Beck Anxiety Inventory showed 
that 7% of patients had severe anxiety, 21% had moderate 
and 72% had low anxiety. Intelligence quotient: WAIS-IV 
was done for 111 patients (7 patients dropped out during 
pandemic). Neurocognitive assessment: neuropsycho-
logical assessment was done for 102 patients (16 patients 
dropped out during pandemic). Patients’ performance 
was the worst in executive function among different 
tests, as shown in Table 3.

Relation of patients’ performance in neuropsychological 
assessment battery to other factors

Demographic and clinical characteristics
Different factors (age, years of education, age of onset, 
duration of illness, frequency of seizures, number of 
ASMs, and FSIQ score) were correlated with patients’ 
performance scores, as shown in Table 4. It showed that 
years of education directly correlate significantly with 

performance in WAIS-IV and neurocognitive battery. 
The number of ASMs inversely correlates with perfor-
mance in WAIS-IV, as well as executive function subtests. 
Moreover, IQ scores showed highly significant direct cor-
relation with neurocognitive assessment battery.

Clinical data of seizure semiology
Recruited patients were classified according to epilepsy 
history. Patients with history of status epilepticus showed 
significantly worse performance in WAIS-IV compared 
to those with no history of status epilepticus. History of 
focal to bilateral tonic clonic showed no significant differ-
ence compared to those with no history apart from digit 
span backward (p = 0.04). Type of seizure either aware 
or impaired awareness showed no significant difference 
among subgroups, as shown in Table 5.

Depression
Patients with depression features according to BDI 
showed no difference from those who had no depression, 
as shown in Table 5.

Investigations
Patients with lesional brain imaging and abnormal inter-
ictal EEG showed no significant difference in perfor-
mance compared to those with non-lesional MRI and 
normal interictal EEG. Localized brain lesion in MRI: 
Patients with localized brain lesion (either temporal, 

(30)
31.60%

(23)
24.20%

(11)
11.60%

(6)
6.30%

(6)
6.30%

(4)
4.20%

(3)
3.20%

(3)
3.20%

(3)
3.20%

(2)
2.10%

(4)
4.20%

Types of brain lesion

Hippocampal sclerosis

Encephalomalacia

Focal cortical dysplasia

Vascular

Cortical developmental
malformation
Neoplastic

Hypothalamic hamartoma

DNET

Encephalocele

Rasmussen encephalitis

others
Fig. 2 Types of brain lesion in MRI brain among recruited patients. DNET dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumors
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frontal, or parieto-occipital) were compared in their per-
formance. There were no significant differences among 
these subgroups as shown in Table 5.

Multivariate analysis
Different variables were analyzed regrading effect on 
neurocognitive tests: [age of onset, duration of illness, 
seizure frequency, number of ASMs, years of education, 
FSIQ, lesional brain imaging, abnormal interictal EEG, 
and depression]. The proposed neurocognitive assess-
ment battery scored by individualized total score. Each 
test with impaired performance scored one and the 
higher the score the more impairment detected.

Age of onset was correlated with patients’ performance 
(P value = 0.045). Yet on multivariate stepwise regression 
analysis, only Intelligence Quotient and lesional brain 
imaging could predict performance in neuropsychologi-
cal tests. The lower IQ leads to worse performance in 
neurocognitive tests, as shown in Table 6 and Fig. 3.

Discussion
Intelligence comprises mental representations (such as 
propositions or images) of information and processes 
that can operate on such representations. The basic 
cognitive processes are the building blocks of intelli-
gence. When evaluating overall IQ test scores or other 
assessments of performance, there is a risk of arriving at 

Table 3 Patients’ performance in WAIS and neurocognitive battery tests

VCI verbal comprehensive index, PRI perceptual organization index, WMI working memory index, PSI processing speed index, FSIQ Full-Scale Intelligence Quotient, 
SD standard deviation, PAT Paired Associate Test, BLT Brown Location Test, BVRT Benton Visual Retention Test, COWAT  Controlled Oral Word Association Test, TMT: Trail 
Making Test
1 Scoring by Z-score calculated according to age group
2 Included those could perform the test but exceeded the cut-off time, and those who failed to perform it
3 Mean score of patients who performed normally and those did it correctly, but exceeded the cut-off time

Intelligence Quotient (WAIS‑IV)

Score mean ± SD Mental retarded Borderline Below average Average Above average Superior Talented

Verbal
IQ

VCI 91.2 ± 15.7 5 (4.5%) 21 (18.9%) 32 (28.8%) 36 (32.4%) 8 (7.2%) 8 (7.2%) 1 (0.9%)

WMI 83.4 ± 14.3 11 (9.9%) 38 (34.2%) 32 (28.8%) 23 (20.7%) 5 (4.5%) 1 (0.9%) 1 (0.9%)

Performance IQ PRI 87.6 ± 12.9 4 (3.6%) 24 (21.6%) 41 (36.9%) 36 (32.4%) 2 (1.8%) – -

PSI 81 ± 13.5 20 (18.2%) 36 (32.4%) 23 (20.7%) 31 (27.9%) 1 (0.9%) – -

FSIQ 84.9 ± 14.2 9 (8.2%) 34 (30.6) 31 (27.9%) 29 (26.1%) 5 (4.5%) 3 (2.7%) –

Neurocognitive assessment battery

Score mean ± SD Normal Abnormal

Attention digit span Forward 6.6 ± 2.3 70 (68.6%) 32 (31.4%)

Backward 3.6 ± 1.96 45 (44.1%) 57 (55.9%)

Verbal memory PAT 10.99 ± 4.3 48 (47.1%) 54 (52.9%)

Visual memory:  BLT1 Learning trials − 1.9 ± 1.2 15 (14.7%) 87 (85.3%)

Short delayed recall − 1.9 ± 1.04 12 (11.8%) 90 (88.2%)

Long delayed recall − 1.9 ± 1.1 14 (13.7%) 88 (86.3%)

Visual memory: BVRT 4.3 ± 2.3 68 (66.7%) 34 (33.3%)

Language assessment battery – 35 (34.3%) 67 (65.7%)

Executive function/verbal fluency COWAT Phonemic 14.6 ± 8.99 6 (5.9%) 96 (94.1%)

Categorical 13.9 ± 5.7 71 (69.6%) 31 (30.4%)

Executive function TMT-A 57.95 ± 30.83 11 (10.8%) 91(89.2%)2

TMT-B 92.7 ± 46.23 28 (27.5%) 74 (72.5%))2

Social cognition
Ekman emotion recognition

Happy 7.9 ± 0.2 – –

Sad 4.7 ± 2.3 – –

Fear 2.3 ± 1.9 – –

Surprise 7.02 ± 1.6 – –

Anger 5.1 ± 2.7 – –

Disgust 6.04 ± 2.1 – –

Neutral 6.2 ± 2.1 – –
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conclusions that are misleading. By using cognitive analy-
sis, the test interpreter is able to determine the degree to 
which the poor score stems from [31].

Cognitive impairment frequently occurs in epilepsy 
patients. Patients with DRE have poor drug responsivity 
and higher seizure frequency which consequently lead 
to brain damage and may have implications on cognitive 
status [32]. One of the challenges in interpreting cogni-
tive performance in PWE is the timing of assessment. If 
patient is assessed during adulthood, it becomes unclear 
whether this cognitive impairment represents develop-
mental decline in cognitive functioning due to the early 
interruption of network development by epileptogenesis 
or it occurred later during course of disease.

In the proposed neuropsychological battery, DRE 
patients showed cognitive impairment in all assessed 
domains. Executive functions were the most affected 
domains (COWAT Phenomic (94.1%) of patients were 
abnormal, while in TMT-A (89.2%), TMT-B (72.5%)), 

followed by visuospatial learning and memory tested 
by Brown Location Test (BLT learning (85.3%), short 
delayed recall (88.2%), long delayed recall (86.3%)), 
while impaired performance was (52.9%) in Verbal PAT, 
and (65.7%) language. In addition, the presence of IEDs 
was associated with significant worse performance in 
executive function (TMT-B) that agreed with Liu and 
colleagues. IEDs affect the cognitive performance by dis-
turbing the default mode network, which is important for 
cognitive development [33]. This model could explain the 
high prevalence of impairment in executive functions in 
our study.

Presumed hypothesis was proposed by earlier studies, 
that cognitive impairment has a structure–function rela-
tionship as an example frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE) would 
have impaired executive function and temporal lobe epi-
lepsy (TLE) would have impaired memory. However, later 
studies disapproved with this postulation and showed 
that cognitive impairment, in patients with focal epilepsy, 

Table 4 Correlation of demographic and clinical data with performance in neuropsychological tests

ASMs anti-seizure medications, FSIQ Full-Scale Intelligence Quotient, PAT Paired Associate Test, BLT Brown Location Test, BVRT Benton Visual Retention Test, COWAT  
Controlled Oral Word Association Test, TMT Trail Making Test

*P value < 0.05 is considered significantly different
1 Scoring by Z-score calculated according to age group
2 Included only patients who performed the test within cut-off time normally and those did it correctly but exceeded the cut-off time

Age Years of 
education

Age of onset Duration of 
illness

Frequency 
of seizure

Number of 
ASMs

FSIQ Score

FSIQ Score r value 0.07 0.46 0.13 -0.09 0.05 -0.33

P value 0.63  < 0.001* 0.35 0.54 0.73 0.02*

Digit span Forward r value − 0.2 0.4 − 0.08 − 0.11 0.13 − 0.13 0.49

P value 0.15 0.003* 0.58 0.42 0.37 0.34  < 0.001*

Backward r value − 0.04 0.44 − 0.03 − 0.01 0.05 − 0.21 0.64

P value 0.78  < 0.001* 0.83 0.95 0.73 0.13  < 0.001*

Verbal memory Verbal PAT r value − 0.08 0.41 0.13 − 0.24 − 0.03 − 0.21 0.65

P value 0.57 0.003* 0.35 0.09 0.81 0.13  < 0.001*

Visual memory Learning trials r value − 0.11 0.31 0.12 − 0.25 0.02 − 0.1 0.47

P value 0.45 0.03* 0.39 0.08 0.9 0.46  < 0.001*

Short delayed 
recall

r value 0.1 0.34 0.21 − 0.14 0.1 − 0.2 0.5

P value 0.49 0.01* 0.14 0.31 0.49 0.15  < 0.001*

Long delayed 
recall

r value 0.08 0.26 0.23 − 0.19 0.03 − 0.31 0.46

P value 0.59 0.07 0.09 0.17 0.84 0.03*  < 0.001*

Visual memory: BVRT r value − 0.12 0.38 0.06 − 0.19 0.04 − 0.18 0.59

P value 0.39 0.01* 0.69 0.18 0.76 0.2  < 0.001*

Executive 
function/verbal 
fluency COWAT 

Phonemic r value 0.13 0.6 0.12 − 0.01 0.1 − 0.34 0.67

P value 0.37  < 0.001* 0.4 0.92 0.5 0.01*  < 0.001*

Categorical r value − 0.07 0.44 − 0.02 − 0.05 0.05 − 0.27 0.61

P value 0.64 0.001* 0.9 0.72 0.75 0.05  < 0.001*

Executive func-
tion

TMT  A2 r value − 0.12 − 0.44 − 0.04 − 0.08 − 0.1 0.33 − 0.61

P value 0.39  < 0.001* 0.79 0.59 0.5 0.02*  < 0.001*

TMT−  B2 r value 0.04 − 0.22 0.19 − 0.18 0.06 0.36 − 0.58

P value 0.78 0.12 0.17 0.2 0.67 0.01*  < 0.001*
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were not limited to pathophysiological boundaries. In 
case of patients with TLE, memory impairment was the 
common feature, but not the only feature. Nevertheless, 
generalized affection of cognitive functions (IQ, memory, 
executive, language, and other abilities) was found. Cog-
nitive abilities depend on disrupted neural network, not 
only location of brain lesion, and related pathophysiology 
[34]. This agreed with our results that location of brain 

lesion could not achieve significant difference across 
neurocognitive tests, apart from categorical verbal flu-
ency. Patients with left temporal and bilateral frontal lobe 
lesions showed significant difference performance com-
pared to those with right temporal and parieto-occipital 
lobes lesion; this agreed with Metternich and colleagues 
[35].

Moreover, performance in neuropsychological tests 
is affected by several factors other than location of the 
lesion, as education level, intellectual abilities. Accord-
ingly, sensitivity of lateralizing value of neuropsychologi-
cal assessment was much lower than semiology, EEG and 
MRI, which does not preclude its value in presurgical 
evaluation. Occasionally discordant neuropsychological 
assessment with EEG and MRI might predict unfavora-
ble postoperative outcome according compensatory ade-
quacy, and functional reserve [36].

Children with DRE had poorer performance in IQ tests 
and lower IQ score compared to those with controlled 
epilepsy, while adults with epilepsy might have cognitive 
decline with disease [2]. The results of this study were 

Table 5 Comparison of neuropsychological performance according to different factors

FSIQ: Full-Scale Intelligence Quotient, PAT: Paired Associate Test, BLT: Brown Location Test, BVRT: Benton Visual Retention Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word 
Association Test, TMT: Trail Making Test

P1: P value of comparison between patients with focal aware versus those with focal with impaired awareness seizures

P2: P value of comparison between patients with history of focal to bilateral TC versus those with no history of bilateral TC

P3: P value of comparison between patients with history of status epilepticus versus those with no history of status epilepticus

P4: P value of comparison between patients had depression versus those had no depression

P5: P value of comparison between patients with lesional versus non-lesional brain imaging

P6: P value of comparison between patients with abnormal versus normal interictal EEG

P7: P value of comparison between patients classified according to the different anatomical location of brain lesion (right temporal, left temporal, right frontal, left 
frontal, parieto-occipital).
1 Scoring by Z-score calculated according to age group
2 Included only patients who performed the test within cut-off time normally and those did it correctly but exceeded the cut-off time

Seizure state 
of awareness

History of 
bilateral 
TC

History 
of status 
epilepticus

Depression Brain imaging Interictal EEG Anatomical 
location of brain 
lesion

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7

FSIQ score 0.9 0.86 0.02* 0.58 0.64 0.18 0.3

Digit span Forward 0.4 0.76 0.4 0.58 0.9 0.07 0.38

Backward 0.98 0.04 0.05 0.79 0.37 0.59 0.25

Verbal memory Verbal PAT total 0.4 0.59 0.19 0.58 0.63 0.06 0.79

Visual memory: 
 BLT1

Learning trials 0.99 0.24 0.12 0.47 0.27 0.54 0.49

Short delayed 
recall

0.5 0.38 0.03* 0.5 0.38 0.06 0.33

Long delayed 
recall

0.8 0.55 0.03* 0.97 0.44 0.3 0.74

Visual memory: BVRT 0.5 0.4 0.38 0.39 0.16 0.15 0.52

Executive 
function/verbal 
fluency COWAT 

Phonemic 0.7 0.8 0.17 0.69 0.79 0.55 0.15

Categorical 0.4 0.6 0.39 0.86 0.11 0.18 0.02*

Executive func-
tion

TMT-A2 0.4 0.96 0.18 0.28 0.17 0.27 0.42

TMT-B2 0.6 0.32 0.74 0.9 0.26 0.004* 0.61

Table 6 Multivariate analysis of different variables effect on 
neurocognitive performance

*P value < 0.05 is considered significantly different

Unstandardized 
coefficients

R square P value

B Std. error

(Constant) 10.66 0.66 0.475  < 0.001

IQ subgroups − 2.01 0.22  < 0.001*

Brain imaging 
lesional or not

1.21 0.56 0.033*
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similar to other studies that found patients with low IQ 
had a low cognitive function; high percent of recruited 
patients in our study had IQ lower than average (66.7%), 
yet still patients with normal IQ can perform poorly in 
neurocognitive assessment.

Intellectual abilities are usually formed based on learn-
ing and memory mechanism during childhood. Meta-
analysis was conducted on the effect of education on 
IQ performance; it showed that years of education cor-
relate significantly with IQ score. Early onset of epilepsy 
and frequent seizure occurrence interfere markedly with 
these mechanisms during critical period of brain devel-
opment, which lead to failure of acquisition of such 
functions [6, 37]. The earlier age of epilepsy onset was 
associated with marked increased risk of intellectual 
impairment compared to control group. In addition, cog-
nitive abilities impairment manifested later after epilepsy 
manifestation [38].

Several studies were conducted to assess factors that 
affect IQ in children with epilepsy and showed that 
younger age of onset, number of ASMs, frequent seizures 
significantly associated with low IQ [6, 39]. This would 
explain the significant correlation in our study between 

lower years of education and number of ASMs and poor 
performance in neuropsychological assessment (includ-
ing FSIQ and neurocognitive assessment battery). The 
number of ASMs was associated with lower years of edu-
cation and showed significant impact on executive func-
tions; similar to pervious findings by Witt and colleagues 
[40]. Nevertheless, age of onset did not achieve signifi-
cant correlation with neuropsychological performance. 
This could be attributed to the wide range of age of dis-
ease onset (0.5–53 years) included in this study.

Reduced intellectual ability affects interpretation of 
neurocognitive assessment (memory, language, execu-
tive function) [41]. This agreed with our finding, as mul-
tivariate analysis of factors that affect neuropsychological 
assessment showed that FSIQ and lesional brain imaging 
were the only factors that significantly affect performance 
in neurocognitive assessment. That is why neurocogni-
tive assessment awaited role for lateralization could not 
be achieved in patients with low FSIQ.

In this study, history of status epilepticus showed sig-
nificant difference in IQ performance compared to those 
with no history of status epilepticus, in addition to poor 
performance in delayed recall of brown location test. 

Fig. 3 Regression analysis of FSIQ, lesional or not brain imaging effect on neurocognitive performance
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Different studies were conducted, using different neu-
ropsychological tests, to assess long-term cognitive con-
sequence of status epilepticus and variable results were 
found. Cognitive consequence was found in about 30% 
of assessed children, while status epilepticus showed no 
consequence in adults. However, drug-resistant epilepsy 
was more likely to affect cognitive performance than 
status epilepticus. So the impact of status epilepticus on 
cognitive performance in DRE is still controversial [42].

Few years ago, social cognition impairment became 
extensively studied. As this impairment would cause psy-
chosocial difficulties, social maladaptation and markedly 
affect interpersonal relationships. Accordingly, studies 
were directed to assess the burden of this impairment 
and its relation to epileptic condition either its due to 
condition itself or consequence of seizure, underlying 
lesion or treatment [30, 43]. Social cognition impair-
ment might be explained by the involvement of network 
responsible for social perception in mesial prefrontal 
cortex, superior temporal lobe and temporal pole. These 
areas are responsible on interpretation of others mental 
state, so they require involvement of amygdala to interact 
to others [30].

Social cognition assessment in our population showed 
that fear emotion recognition was the most impaired in 
all other studied emotions, this agree with all previous 
studies assessed social cognition showed that fear emo-
tion recognition was impaired in patients with TLE more 
than patients with idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE), 
who showed impairment in both anger and fear. Also fear 
recognition was found more in TLE patients with ictal 
fear aura [44, 45].

On the other hand, in this study, seizure semiology 
could lateralize epileptogenic focus in 80.5% of patients 
and localize in 97.5% of patients, while brain imaging, 
ictal and interictal EEG was able to lateralize (74.5%, 
54.6% and 41.5%) and localize (72.7%, 45.4% and 50.8%) 
epileptogenic focus in lower percent of patients, respec-
tively. This finding was nearly on agreement with Elwan 
and colleagues; that evaluated the lateralizing and local-
izing value of seizure semiology in patients who became 
completely seizure free post-resective epilepsy surgery 
[46]. And concordance of assessment modalities with 
brain imaging, showed that clinical semiology had bet-
ter concordance with brain imaging compared to ictal 
EEG, that disagree with Abdulghani and colleagues that 
showed that ictal EEG was better than clinical semiology 
[12]. This could be explained by the classification of clini-
cal semiology according to operational classification of 
seizure types by the ILAE that allowed better lateraliza-
tion and localization of epileptogenic focus [7]. Complete 
concordance between the three assessment modalities 
were achieved in 35% of patients which is similar to the 

ratio reported by a previous study assessed concordance 
between the noninvasive tests (35%) [13]. Neverthe-
less, the rate of our patients who had partial concord-
ance (54.1%) was slightly lower than the rate scored by 
their peers in the study mentioned above (56.7%) [13]. 
Complete concordance between the three assessment 
modalities (seizure semiology, ictal EEG, and brain imag-
ing) represents a straightforward approach for resective 
epilepsy surgery with high success rate [47]. Moreover, 
Cendes and colleagues reported that concordance was 
best detected at temporal lobe lesion [48], which showed 
total agreement with our results as the epileptogenic 
focus in most of patients who achieved complete con-
cordance was detected at the temporal level.

Morad and colleagues stated that no clear evidence 
that longstanding epilepsy alone is the main cause of 
progressive and irreversible cognitive impairments. Sev-
eral determinants of continuous decline were identified 
as seizure frequency, bilateral TC seizures, ASMs, IEDs, 
underlying brain lesion and neuro-developmental effects, 
poor cognitive baseline, which are also marker for more 
severe epilepsy and cognitive decline [43, 49].

Similarly, our studied population showed significant 
correlation between years of education and number of 
ASMs and neuropsychological performance (including 
IQ and neurocognitive battery), but no correlation with 
other factors (age of onset, seizure type, bilateral tonic 
clonic seizures, seizure frequency and depressed mood).

Conclusions
In this study, neuropsychological assessment succeeded 
to delineate the cognitive profile of recruited patients, as 
well as the impact of different factors on performance. 
This would direct clinicians to the importance of cogni-
tive assessment in patients with drug-resistant epilepsy 
and the importance of aggressive treatment to minimize 
the adverse effects of epilepsy on cognition. This would 
represent a leap in developing the medical care and 
management provided to this group of patients in par-
ticular, and all epileptic patients in general. Eventually, 
this presented study achieves the proposed aim of work, 
and started the main step of pragmatic roadmap for neu-
ropsychological assessment of epileptic patients in low/
middle-income countries (Additional file 1).
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